Age-independent and age-dependent sex differences in gait pattern determined by principal component analysis.
Although various studies have reported significant sex differences in pelvic and/or hip-joint motion during normal walking in healthy adults, it is still unclear whether such differences are among the most dominant age-independent sex differences. This study was conducted to analyze the whole waveform of lower-extremity joint kinematics obtained from 191 healthy adults using a principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA was conducted using a 955×1212 input matrix constructed from the participants' time-normalized pelvic and right-lower-limb-joint angles along three axes (five trials of 191 participants×101 data points×4 angles×3 axes). Two-way (age×sex) analyses of variance were conducted on the principal component scores (PCSs) of principal component vectors (PCVs) 1 through 6, each of which explained more than 5% of the variance. We identified a PCV that exhibits a significant age-sex interaction (PCV 1). The characteristics of sex differences reported in previous studies could be observed in the reconstructed waveforms of this PCV. Thus, we can conclude that the sex differences in the gaits reported in previous studies are not consistent across age groups. Furthermore, we also found a PCV that exhibited only a significant sex difference (PCV 6). This PCV was the first and only PCV to exhibit a sex difference without any age-related effect or age-sex interaction. Therefore, we concluded that the movement related to this PCV is age-independent and is the most dominant sex difference in the gaits observed during normal walking.